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BPI MAINTAINS PERFECT RECORD ON FTSE CSR INDEX 

 

British Polythene Industries (BPI) plc has received recognition for the strength of its 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policies for a ninth consecutive year.  

 

The business, which ranks as Europe‟s largest manufacturer of polythene films, bags 

and sacks, has once again been awarded a Certificate of Inclusion for the prestigious 

FTSE4Good Index. 

 

BPI has achieved a listing every year since the index was created in 2001. Devised 

by FTSE Group to help investors make ethical investment choices, the index series 

assesses the CSR policies of businesses against stringent and globally recognised 

standards. Successful certification depends on an organisation‟s ability to meet strict 

requirements in five areas: 

 

 Working towards environmental sustainability 

 Climate Change Upholding and supporting universal human rights 

 Ensuring good supply chain labour standards 

 Countering bribery 

 

Speaking of the firm‟s continued certification, John Langland, CEO BPI, said: 

“Receiving the FTSE4Good Certificate of Inclusion for a ninth year in a row is an 

achievement that BPI, its employees and its stakeholders can all be proud of. It 

demonstrates the strength of our collective commitment to working in a way that‟s 

mindful of our responsibilities to the environment and to society as a whole. 

 

“It‟s also serves as ultimate reassurance to customers and to suppliers of the fact 

that when they work with is, they can expect to work with an honest, open and 

principled organisation.” 

 



-Ends- 
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For more information please contact Wayne Mohammed at Precision on 07931 586 

334 or e-mail: wayne@precision-online.co.uk 

 

Editors’ notes: 
 

 British Polythene Industries (BPI) is a leading European supplier of polythene 
film products.   

  
 BPI is a global supplier of high performing agricultural and horticultural films 

to over 60 counties worldwide from manufacturing sites in the UK, Belgium 
and Canada. 

 
 The BPI Group is a major supplier of packaging for the protection of food and 

other goods. 
 
 BPI is the largest recycler of polythene film waste in Europe recycling over 

64,000 tonnes of post-use polythene material from commercial, retail, 
industrial and agricultural markets. 

 
 BPI's products, which are marketed under well known and established brand 

names including Supreme™ (stretchwrap), Visqueen™ (construction films), 
Green Sack® (recycled refuse sacks) and Silotite® (silage stretch 
film), provide high performing, cost-effective polythene solutions across a 
range of industries. 

 

 The continuing success of British Polythene Industries has been formally 
acknowledged in a high profile survey. The business achieved 40th place out 
of 236 companies in a league table of „Britain‟s Most Admired Companies‟ 
published by Management Today in association with Accenture. Importantly, 
BPI attained second place in the Paper & Packaging sector.  
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